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Introduction

The top flight of English football, currently known as the English Premier League, has been

around in some capacity for over one hundred years and has regularly provided not only the highest

level of competition for English footballers but also consistent entertainment for fans. The sport of

football itself has a massive following as seen by the figures for viewership of the World Cup which is

known by many as the most widely viewed sporting event in the world. Along with this, the fact that the

English top flight is one of the best leagues to be a part of as it regularly produces semifinalist in the

UEFA Champions League, Europe’s top competition, one has to wonder how strongly the individuals in

England are impacted by the football outcomes in their country.

However, before one is able to answer this question it must be determined which team each

individual in England follows. While international fans are able to pick almost arbitrarily the teams which

they give their allegiance to it is not the same for domestic fans. This is because the area in which one

lives in England along with where their family lived previously often determines which team they follow;

this leads to a culture in which the divisions between fans are often very obvious and allegiances run

deep. This can be seen in single communities as oftentimes different parts of one community are

inhabited by fans of different teams. Due to this even the members of the English population who are

not football fanatics have a team which they follow; they may not regularly attend matches or follow

the games but they have a team that they and often their parents before them were supporters of. This

creates an interesting culture around sports in England as you have the extremely dedicated fans whose

moods are always dependant on their team’s results living alongside those who casually follow a team

only because of historical events such as what team they grew up following but are not invested in them

in the same way the extremely dedicated are.

With this culture in mind I am taking statistics regarding the results of the top flight of English

Football over the years 1991 to 2007 along with results from the British Household Panel Survey for
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those years to see if there is a relationship between the performance variables from the top flight and

the self reported happiness of individuals in England. Due to the fact that I do not have data connecting

an individual to a specific team I am looking at the respondents with regards to the region they live in.

Although this often clumps multiple teams together I hope to use this identifier to see if the regional

performance statistics such as winning percentage or trophies won have an impact on the happiness of

the individuals who reside in that region.

In my literature review I found not only that sports fans are impacted by results of sporting

events but also that men seem to be more interested in sports than women are. While this goes along

with what I expect through my current knowledge of the percentage of men to women who watch I

intend to look further into this. My interest in this has been heightened due to the fact that I have found

some interesting results suggesting the opposite of what my inclinations would have told me.

Literature Review

Just as a sporting culture exists in England, a similar one exists in the rest of Europe and Asia.

Asia, and more specifically Korea, is where Moon, Kwon, and Kim (2009) focused their research for an

article about how the outcomes of soccer matches show up in certain ways in the brain. While it does

not specifically focus on happiness and is in other ways different from my research on the English Top

Flight, this article looked at how watching edited video of the 2002 World Cup in which the Korean team

was winning or losing showed up on fMRI simulation and therefore has the opportunity to prove very

useful. The fMRI technology, which is a form of MRI which is based on an increase of blood flow to the

different areas of the brain, shows how watching such events as those in the video elicited certain

responses in different parts of the brain whether the event that was watched could be characterized as

positive or negative. The responses seen in the brain were ones that would be expected when an

individual experiences the intake of either positive or negative stimuli.
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While this study deals with the more physiological aspects of brain responses it suggests that

fans actually feel predictable emotions based on what happens with their team. They also suggest that

joyful emotions are embraced more than negative emotions so, for fans such as the ones tested, wins

may have a greater impact than losses on a person’s emotional state (Moon, 2009). Although this

provides us with a solid background of what is going on in the brain and therefore reason to think that

sporting results do matter to individuals, the fact that they focus on avid fans who care about the results

makes it different from my research goals as I will be looking at the whole population instead of limiting

the data to only those interested in football. There are some differences between this research and my

own, but this does provide a solid background as it now shows that sports results show up in the brain

the same way other stimuli of similar significance would. Now the question must be asked as to whether

or not these results of the brain translate to an individual’s feelings which they are conscious of and

therefore if we can see the impacts of such sporting events over the long term in their responses about

happiness.

Before we are to go on to other research it is necessary to acknowledge that Moon, Kwon, and

Kim (2009) were not the only ones to find results similar to this. In a study focused on fans of J -League,

the professional football league in Japan, teams at their games Kerr, Wilson, Nakamura and Sudo (2005)

were able to conclude that winning resulted in more pleasant emotions for fans watching the same

match. This was done through responses to both biographical questions and the Tension and Effort

Stress Inventory before, during and after a match. The matches were ones which no clear winner could

be predicted beforehand and in turn fans had invested interest in.

Through analyzing the data collected they were able to find that not only did losing fans score

significantly higher than winning fans with regards to boredom, anger, sullenness, humiliation and

resentment and lower on relaxation but also that the levels of emotions changed significantly for losing

fans but this was not true for winning fans. This could be viewed as the fact that each fan went into the
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game with high expectations for their teams as the games were ones which had the opportunity to be

hotly contested and while the winning fans kept these same positive views after the game the losing

fans did not. They experienced the feeling of the loss and therefore their emotions changed. This shows

us that the results of games do impact fans emotional dynamics and would therefore impact their

happiness. This research, along with that done by Moon, Kwon and Kim (2009) leaves more to be

desired as it focused on fans of teams and not the whole population. Although this is true and neither

answers the question which is being asked in my research they both provide solid background as they

both deal with winning situations and the experiences of spectators in those situations with regards to

the sport of football.

Although the previous article focused on fans of the Korean national team and the J -League and

my research is dealing with English Top Flight fans it should not have an influence on the results as

sports fans have similarities no matter where they live. This idea transcends the Atlantic Ocean because,

while Europe has a specific culture that surrounds the football played there, it can be compared to the

culture that is prevalent in those avid American football fans. These fans can be seen as just as

passionate about their teams as their English counterparts are about international football. Although the

fans have similarities in their passion for the game, the setup of the leagues are different with the NFL

being a closed league while the top flight in England is comprised of open leagues where there is regular

movement of teams up and down divisions. This means that in England the teams are often tied to the

community which they are from while in America teams can move around based on what the league

decides. The lack of continuity between the NFL and the top flight of English football opens up the

opportunity for some differences with regards to their impact on the societies which the leagues are a

part of.

As Carlino and Coulson (2004) found in their article about the social benefits of the NFL, hosting

an NFL franchise in one’s city provides major benefits beyond those of just the ability to watch the
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game. Individuals who live in these cities are exposed to quality of life benefits associated with the NFL

team which make them more willing to pay higher prices for many goods such as rent in a given area

(Carlino and Coulson, 2004). While this also shows something about fans and their loyalty to teams

which is similar to international football, American sports and the culture surrounding them are very

different than English sports and their culture in many ways besides the passion of the fans. As

mentioned before, the setup of the industry is different and this can be seen not only in the way the

leagues are set up but also the way the leagues deal with stadiums. In English Football the teams tend to

own the stadium and the training ground so the cost to the local government is less than with American

Football where cities often fund stadium projects to attract teams to their area (Carlino and

Coulson).While the researchers of the previously mentioned article found there to be quality of life

benefits associated with hosting an NFL team that could be arguably enough to justify the stadium costs

it would be hard to directly correlate this to English Football due to the fact that there are not the same

stadium costs for the general public through their local government.

However, just as these differences between sports exist they also bring up the possibility for a

deeper study of English sports. Carlino and Coulson (2004) have found that such quality of life benefits

can be derived from a city’s involvement in American Football have written multiple papers on the

subject, but all this knowledge only begs a further question, so what about international football? How

do these findings relate to the international game and if they do what does this tell us? Additionally,

Carlino and Coulson focus more on the economic factors which impact social benefits rather than the

self reported happiness of the people so we must wonder how these two relate.

Before one is to investigate the impacts of a sports franchise on the people there has to be some

knowledge about those individuals and their preferences. After all, if any business does not have

customers coming through the door they are bound to fail and the same thing holds true for

international football. With this in mind it is important to take a look at what impacts people the most
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with regards to happiness. First we should look at this for the whole population as done by Beolhouwer

(1999) and Perneger (2004) where they looked at individuals in the Netherlands and young Swiss adults,

respectively, to find that sports and participation in sports makes people happy. Although this gave us

some insight into the impact of sports there are many ways to break up a population and therefore

more research would be necessary. Crossley and Langdridge (2005) found that while both men and

women had a mixture of social and dispositional factors that had the greatest impact on their happiness,

the same one was most important. For both men and women being loved by loved ones was most

important. After that they had some further similarities, the differences made their way into the

rankings. The most significant differences has to do with having a good social life and being able to play

sports. Males found both of these to be much more important than females do with regards to

happiness.

This is interesting because it highlights the differences and similarities between men and women

with regards to happiness. For one, it makes us question whether they should be looked at as a whole

population or separated for research purposes. If we go with what this study says about sports, then

men should have a significantly different correlation between sports and winning percentage of teams

in their region, but it we go with the concept supported by the fact that both find being loved by loved

ones to be most important, or the idea that men and women are similar with regards to happiness, then

they should be viewed as a single population.

Once we take this group of articles together we are given a much broader understanding of how

people act with regards to sports and how they can be viewed. When we bring all the findings

mentioned along with others to mind we now know that playing sports makes people happy (Perneger,

Hucelson & Bovier, 2004; Beolhouwer & Stoop, 1999), men like sports (Crossley & Langdridge, 2005),

fans do actually feel emotions when watching sports as seen in their brains along with responses to

certain tests (Moon, Kwon & Kim, 2009; Kerr et al., 2005) and there are quality of life benefits associated
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with hosting sports teams (Carlino, 2004). This makes it seem that even though different parts of a

population find a different level of enjoyment from sports, it would be silly for a city to ignore their

positive impacts. However, we are not trying to look at what a city should do but rather if people

perceive these positive impacts over long term so these results make us wonder whether people only

have a short term memory with regards to sports and if they do not, is sitting on the couch watching the

game actually a good thing? Because none of the previous literature directly touches on the subject we

will be speaking about in this research, this thesis investigates what seem to be uncharted waters.

Data Overview

My goal is to answer a question that is a mixture of those posed in the previously mentioned

articles, using data from the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) from 1991 to 2007, along with data

from the Football League One,1990 -1991 and 1991-1992 seasons, and the English Premier League,

1992-2007 [17], [26], [34].

The BHPS data is comprised of 139,268 person/year observations obtained from individuals

living in the regions of England during the given years. This data has information on the year the

questions were asked along with the individuals age, sex, financial situation, happiness, region in which

the individual lives, marital status, job status, health status and earnings for each of the responses.

There are other variables, the amount of time an individual spends playing sports and the amount of

time an individual spends watching sports, which are not available for the whole data set. Responses to

these variables are available for roughly 35% of the data points in the data set [17]. Although not all the

variables have responses for every questionnaire number, such as those on time spent playing or

watching sports, this information comprises the BHPS data which is being used in my full study. This is

because it can help to break the population up in ways the previous variables could not and helps

connect my study to much of the previous research as much of it speaks about the impacts sports have

on fans so these variables can be used as identification of whether a person is a fan.
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While the BHPS data has to do with the individuals living in England, the football data which has

been compiled has to do with those teams who were members of the English top flight for a given year.

This data was compiled by gaining the individual statistics from the different websites of English Football

governing bodies. To help bring the two datasets together any given season which has the variable year

X corresponds to the X -1/X season. So when the data says 1999 for year this corresponds to the

1998/1999 season. This is because given the fact that we know that individuals responded to the BHPS

in the later months of the year, September– December, and therefore labeling the years like this

enables us to be confident that the football data was complete when the individual answered the

socioeconomic data. Along with the information on the season, the football data includes information

on each team’s rank, location, number of games played, won, drawn, lost, goals for, goals against, goal

differential, points accumulated, and number of trophies won along with a bunch of dummy variables.

The dummy variables include if a team won the Carling Cup, participation in the Carling Cup, if a team

won the FA Cup, participation in the FA Cup, if a team won a trophy in European competition as defined

later, participation in European Competition and if a team was the Champion of the top flight for that

year. The important thing to note here is that European Competitions considered for these variables are

the UEFA Champions League, the Europa League, the UEFA Cup Winners Cup, the FIFA Club World Cup

which has its finals during December of the given season and the UEFA Intertoto Cup of the previous

summer. These cups along with the FA cup, the Carling cup and the Premier League go into calculating

the number of trophies won. This information on trophies won was gained through the various websites

of the different teams which participated in the top flight of English football over the years [1] - [16], [18] -

[25], [27] - [31], [35] - [49].

Once I compiled the data I utilized the regional distinctions made in the BHPS to determine

where the teams were located. This enabled me to combine the BHPS data with the football data to

create one data set. After this I found out the winning percentage of the teams in each region for each
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year and investigate whether there is a correlation between winning percentage of the teams in an

individual’s region and that individual’s self reported happiness. Performance variables were used to

create regional performance variables which determined data points such as the average regional

winning percentage. Variables similar to the regional winning percentage variable were created for all

the other international football performance related variables such as wins, draws, losses, goals for,

goals against, goal differential, and points accumulated for a given season so for each individual there is

a regional average variable which tells the average of the data points for that variable for teams in that

region for that year and a maximum variable which tells the max for teams in the region in the given

year. These other variables will be used in similar ways to the winning percentage ones as they are just

different ways to measure success in the top flight of English football.

After the BHPS data and the football data are both finished they are merged to create two other

data sets: the individual data and the aggregate data. The individual data is organized in a PID/year

manner while the aggregate data is organized in a region/year manner. While there is this initial

difference between the data sets it really gives a hint to further differences.

The individual data is where all the information pertaining to the individual respondent is kept.

In there the BHPS data stays in its original form as the individuals each respond to these questions.

While the BHPS data is not changed the same cannot be said for the football data. Due to the fact that

multiple teams can exist in a given region in a given year the variables from the football data are not

utilized in their initial form but rather in their regional form. Due to this, each entry in the data set is

made up of a region, year, regional averages of performance variables, regional bests of performance

variables, BHPS variables and interaction terms for all the performance variables with the watch, play

and male variables. These interaction terms are included to enable us to see how the differences in sex

and interest in sports impact how much the performance variables influence ones happiness. As a whole
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the individual dataset gives us a solid overview of what the people of England think because none of the

information from the BHPS is lost due to creating regional averages and bests.

As mentioned before, there are two different data sets to work with: the individual and the

aggregate. In the aggregate the focus is on the regional averages for a given year. Due to this the

aggregate dataset has a much lower number of data points. However, the information is still important

and it is comprised of regional averages and bests for performance variables and regional averages and

bests for BHPS data. With this a mean deviation variable for happiness was created to see if for a given

year a region was on average happier than normal. This came up due to the fact that certain regions

have many more teams and certain teams tend to control the top of the English Top Flight table.

Therefore it was necessary to come up with a way to control for happiness over the years and this

variable seems to be viable for that.

However, all this could not have been done without the region distinctions mentioned above.

With regards to the regions mentioned previously, although they are utilized by the BHPS, they are not

specifically defined under any one system but are rather a mixture of Standard Statistical Regions,

Metropolitan Counties and the Office of National Statistics breakdown of Inner and Outer London [32],

[33]. Although this initially posed a complication, once they were figured out through conversations with

individuals working for the Institute for Social & Economic Research (ISER), the correct achievements by

teams were attributed to certain regions and therefore the individuals who responded as residing in

those regions are known to be close to the correct teams. This also allows for the correct for the data

compiled recorded by the Football League and the English Premier League such as winning percentage,

average points, average goals for, average goals against, average goal differential, and those determined

through a mixture of research and prioritizing information such as average number of trophies won and

extent of participating in European Competitions to be calculated by region and attributed as variables

for all individuals living in a certain region during that time.
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Descriptive Statistics & Analysis

Once all the data was finished being compiled then the actual investigation of whether or not

football results have a relatively long term impact on the happiness of those in the population, not just

avid fans, began. This is more of a long term look at the subject because the happiness data is not from

after every game; therefore it is not the immediate reaction data, but rather overall happiness which is

gathered once a year through the BHPS. This allows us to see if people hold the results of seasons close

to them even as time goes on or if they have short memories and are quick to move on with regards to

happiness and everything else that is going on in their lives. Due to this fact that the data from the BHPS

is long term and collected once a year a variety of controls such as age, sex, and job status were able to

be compiled to aide in the analysis. The previously mentioned variables, along with those about how

often individuals watch and play sports enabled us to break down the data into subsets and take a closer

look and therefore gain more of a insight. However, they not only let us break the data down but also

help us through acting as controls and therefore gaining a better understanding of the true impact of

the performance variables. Therefore, with these variables at our disposal, we are able to be confident

that we did not see the outside impact of other things going on in the world or in an the individuals life

in the results for happiness as they were projected by performance but rather only the impact of that

performance data on happiness.

Before doing anything with the data it has been necessary to see the trends which occur within

it without taking winning percentage into consideration. This can be done in the BHPS data set or the

individual data set because the soccer data is not used but we do want to see each individuals responses

being taken into account and therefore the aggregate data set would not be optimal. To do this we

looked at the graphs of happiness with regards to the socioeconomic variables such as marital status,

job status, financial situation and health status (Figures 1 -4). When looking at these graphs we can see

that as things get worse in the sense of the different situations happiness goes down. With regards to
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marital status there is not a clear cut worse situation but assuming that being with someone else is

better than being separated you can see that as you get into categories similar to separation happiness

goes down. This also holds true, although only slightly, for job status. With this variable someone with a

full time job is slightly happier than a person with a part time job. Although the reasons why these things

happen are still up to question, the knowledge that they do happen gives us hope as there are obvious

trends in our data set.

Currently, once we understood the trends within just the BHPS data, we were able to begin

working with the data in the simplest format to see any differences between males and females with

regards to happiness. While a previously mentioned article spoke about how different things impact

them differently, the overall happiness of the two groups are strikingly similar (Figure 5). While this does

not give us a perplexing result to look into we do not need that. The sheer fact that men and women are

similar in general helps us. We were able to take this fact with us as we did further analysis due to the

fact that it means we did not have to think of the fact that they come from different starting points

when differences arise. This especially related to our interaction terms of performance variables and the

male variable as the use of this broke up the impact of the performance variables for the sexes.

Through further analysis of the data it has also been found that the less an individual plays

sports the less happy they are (Figure 6). This result comes from looking at all of the individuals in the

dataset which answered the question regarding how often they watch sports which includes males and

females. Due to the similarity of this topic to that which Crossley and Langdridge (2005) spoke about the

study they did comes to mind. One has to wonder how this, the relationship between how often one

watches sports and their happiness, would change when the sexes are broken up. No matter what is

shown by breaking up the data in this situation, it bodes well for looking at the different sexes as

separate groups because even if they provide the same results this takes away the guessing involved if

only the population as a whole is looked at. For example, once this is done with regards to how
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happiness is impacted by the amount in which an individual plays sports, we will know more, even if it is

only that things are the same for both. This also bodes well for the variables about how often one

watches and plays sports. Although these questions are not answered by all of the survey respondents,

they were answered by some and this information gives us a way to break the data down even further.

If we look at those who play or watch sports often as sports fans then we can make critical distinctions

because we will know if the impacts of sports change for these two groups and how so.

Although the previous graph and the article by Crossley and Langdridge (2005) suggests it would

be interesting to look at the relationship between playing and happiness for the different sexes it has

not proved to be that interesting(Figure 7 & 8). In these two graphs we see that the happiness of both

men and women is increased as participation in sports increases. There is not an obvious difference

between the increases so therefore we cannot conclude a difference from just these graphs but rather

have to hold onto this information for later.

While the relationship between playing sports and happiness suggests that sports are of a great

value, this does not answer the question of whether winning percentage impacts an individual’s

happiness. It is more than was available previously so it is of value, there is still more to do. More

specifically, we gained a greater understanding when a scatter plot was done of winning percentage and

average regional happiness broken down by sex an interesting graph was created (Figure 9). Through

this graph one can start to see that for males, winning percentage may have a greater impact on

happiness than it does for females. This has the possibility of supporting what Crossley and Langdridge

(2005) were saying because if an individual cares about the winning percentage of teams in their region

they must care about sports so therefore sports must have an impact on their happiness. However, the

minimal support gained by the scatter plots done are not enough to conclude that what Crossley and

Langdridge (2005) said was correct as the two scatter plots seem very close and the determination that

men are more impacted by winning percentage could be subjective. However, the sheer fact that
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individuals seem to be impacted by winning percentage provides some hope in the fact that we are

getting somewhere with our research.

After looking at these ways of breaking the data up and analyzing it a few preliminary

regressions were run. These regressions were of happiness and different performance based variables:

trophies (TROPHIES) for Figure 10 and winning percentage ( WINPER) for Figure 11. However, only one of

these regressions is significant at the .05 level. Although the regression of trophies on happiness is

technically significant at the .06 level it is close to the .05 level so therefore we will accept it as being

significant at the .05 level. This gives us a good indicator as to where we should go with regards to

performance based variables but does not completely make winning percentage out of the question yet.

This is because this is just a simple regression and there could be many caveats leading to this result.

After doing this preliminary analysis we moved into a more complete analysis of the data

through regression. However, these regressions would have lost some of their worth if we had not done

the descriptive statistics beforehand. Through doing regressions of just regional performance variables

on happiness with controls for region and year we were able to see many interesting things (Figure 12).

To start r_maxplchamp, r_pts, r_maxpts, r_winper, r_maxwinper,  and r_maxgd were all significant at the

.05 level. Additionally, r_maxrank and r_gd were both significant at the .1 level. These findings not only

generated greater interest in the topic but also proved that the previous idea that winning percentage

should be kept around was in fact valid.

The previous results have come from the aggregate data and while this is made up from the

same information as the individual data is it is important to see if there are similarities or differences

between the two. Additionally, the individual data has some extra features which enable us to look at

the data more closely and gain a better understanding. The beginning regressions run were one in which

all of the other controls previously mentioned were used and there was varying usage of controls for

year and region (Figure 13). In these regressions we are able to see that only one variable was ever
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significant, however it was not when both region and year were being controlled for. The reason for

these regional and year controls were so that events which impacted a certain region or only that year

did not impact our results. They essentially add a dummy variable for each region or year. It was only

when neither region nor year were being controlled for and when region was being controlled for but

year was not that r_maxplchamp was significant at the .1 level. While this does not seem too significant

as it was not when both region and year were being controlled for it does create a connection between

the aggregate data and the individual data as  r_maxplchamp was also significant in the aggregate data

set.

Although we first just looked at the aggregate and individual data sets our previous interest in

the results of Crossley and Langdridge (2005) was not forgotten about. The next thing that was done

was to take a look into interaction terms which brings us to those which indicate if men or women are

impacted by performance of sports teams by a greater extent. Interestingly, when using the interaction

terms between male and the performance variables the slope of the line which represents the impact of

performance on happiness was only significant for women. This occurred with four variables two of

which were significant at the .1 level and two at the .05 level. From these regressions,  r_pts and

r_winper were significant at the .1 level and r_maxpts and r_maxwinper were significant at the .05 level

(Figure 14). While it is good to have significant variables, this is quite confusing as it goes directly against

what is conventional knowledge and was stated by Crossley and Langdridge.

While the previously mentioned regressions proved to result in quite confusing results it is

always necessary to keep on working and there was more to look into so the next thing was the rest of

the interaction terms. These terms has to do with playing and watching sports so they were not the

same as the male interaction terms previously mentioned in the fact that instead of having two

categories there were five so they showed the change in impact of performance on happiness as time

spent watching or playing sports increases. When both the original slope and the change in slope were
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taken together none of the interaction terms has a significant impact on happiness (Figure 15 & 16).

However, the simple act of the performance variables did have impacts on the happiness of individuals

and therefore one has to wonder how much of this is due to or impacted by the interaction terms

(Figure 17). Due to the fact that one can never know the answer to the previously posed question it has

to be determined that this finding is very harmful to the idea that the variables of  play and watch could

break the population down into sports fans and those who are not interested in sports. This is because

we would expect those who were interested in sports to show greater increases in happiness due to the

performance variables but that does not happen here.

Through continued investigation into a core group of questions regarding the relationship

between performance and happiness I was able to gain a better understanding of this relationship and

think about all the outside factors which impact it. These factors not only include those which impact

daily lives but also things which one takes for granted such as regional happiness. With all of this in mind

my understanding of the topic was greatly enhanced.

Discussion

Through my analysis I found that performance does in fact impact the happiness of individuals in

the region in which a team is in. However, due to the constraints of my data set I was not able to see if

this would show a greater impact for the team which one followed. Even though I found some areas

which I would have liked to take a further look at impossible due to this, I do have some things that I

wish I could look into there were many interesting things which came from this.

One of the main findings which I found to be quite interesting was that when the interaction

term utilizing the male variable was introduced. This told us that females are more impacted by sports

then men are and this just makes me wonder. All of my previous knowledge and what Crossley and

Langdridge (2005) said were told to be wrong by these results and it makes me wonder who is correct

here. It seems that most sports networks operate on the idea that men are more interested in sports
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and if this is incorrect then how are any of them still is business? While I am having trouble accepting

this result I am confident in the thought process I used to get to it so I am left clueless as to where this

came from.

However, the previously mentioned result is not the only one I am having trouble accepting.

When I utilized the other interaction terms I was also told that having an interest in sports through

playing or watching does not have an impact on how much an individual is impacted by performance.

This seems to be odd as one would have to be a sports fan to watch or play sports regularly and a sports

fan would be expected to care about performance and therefore be impacted. It seems that those who

are interested in sports, as depicted in my data through playing or watching, would in turn be impacted

greatly by the performance of teams in the region in which they live. After all, they are the sports fans so

it makes sense for them to care.

While the two previously mentioned results are filled with questions I have found confidence in

a different result. This is the result from the aggregate data set which tell us that the regional average

happiness is impacted by performance. This makes sense because the happiness results were taken

yearly so this gets rid of the immediate gut reaction felt by those watching a match and rather hopes to

capture the long term impacts of the matches. The fact that these results were found in the aggregate

data and not the individual data also suggests that a single individual may not be impacted so much by

the results but rather the small amount that each individual is impacted adds up to create a significant

amount for the whole region. This idea is also supported by the fact that the performance variables are

all regional averages or bests. Therefore they do not capture the individual achievements just as these

regressions do not capture individual impacts on happiness. This together strengthens the idea that the

impact is not great for one individual but gradual over the whole population. Additionally, it also helps

to account for the reason why regional best variables are significant. It does not seem that individuals
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are only concerned with the best but rather it is the whole regional happiness that is impacted so there

is a wider view to this.

While this final result is not only significant in itself it is also significant for the two mentioned

before. The fact that the aggregate data had significant results brings up the point that maybe the

reason why odd results were showing up in the individual data is that it is in fact individual. Afterall, I am

approaching this with the previous knowledge of an American but the data has to do with English. I do

know that females in England are more interested in international football than their counterparts in the

states are but maybe it is more than I thought. Additionally, it evens out in the aggregate data as that is

made up of averages so maybe these results which say that females and those who do not play or watch

sports are more impacted by sports than their counterparts who do not fit these descriptions may just

be a detail of the data and the aggregate results more truly represent the population of England.

However, before one is to move on from here they must remember the single fact that although

some of the coefficients were found to be significantly different from zero the slopes were very small.

This means that while there is an importance to these coefficients they do not have a resounding impact

on happiness. The impact is there, but it is not one where an individual can go from having a horrible

year to a great one due to a team in their region winning a trophy or any other performance related

variable. This is important because it puts the results into perspective. Yes, they are significant but they

will not be life changing and therefore suggest that sports are not the be all and end all to an individual’s

life.

Although the interaction terms with play and watch were in general not significant, it was

interesting that they sometimes caused a positive slope to change to a negative slope as interest in

watching or playing sports increased. This information must be taken lightly, though, due to the fact that

the terms were not significant. However, the overall trend is an interesting one and one that I would not

expect to see with performance variables and interaction terms with watching and playing sports.
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After thinking about the individual results it is important to look at the whole. A few variables

continually came up a significant and this cannot be ignored. One of these variables was  r_maxplchamp

and after seeing this one must wonder what it means for the society. Although  r_winper did also come

up as significant the fact that the major performance variables such as that which indicates the Premier

League Champion for the year is significant seems to suggest that the widely broadcast events such as

winning a major title are important to people in England. This also brings up the idea that maybe it is not

the avid fans that are significantly impacted by performance variables but rather the general fans who

only know the massive information who are impacted. This would go along with the previous findings

where the interaction terms with play and watch did not have much to say and the fact that the

interaction term with males only showed that performance variables were significant for female. Taking

this all together this would suggest that those who one would not expect to be impacted by

performance are impacted. However, I still have trouble accepting this for the long run so I wonder if

this has to do with the long term aspect of this study. It may be that the avid fans not only gain

happiness from their teams successes but also get upset when rival teams succeed. Therefore they are

at a state of equilibrium while the casual fans only get happy when the team they follow does well and

they do not experience the negative impacts from rival teams.

Conclusions

This study seems to be showing that in general performance of teams in the region in which one

lives makes those people more happy. Even over time that still holds true and seems to be as expected.

However, it is once the data is broken down that the more confusing results come up. These all have to

do with those who one would not expect to care about sports being impacted positively by performance

variables. While there is no clear -cut answer as to why this happens it does give some hope because

someone is remembering the results and gaining from them.
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The importance of this study not only comes from the direct results which are that performance

does have some impact on happiness but also the fact that this showed up after what in certain

situations could be a long period of time. This suggests good things for the ability of humans to hold

onto events in their lives and in turn make those events meaningful. This also works to legitimize the

world of sports as not only a playground for the rich to get richer but also a place for the everyday

individual to gain happiness especially in England.

The top flight of English football, while played only in England, has fans from all corners of the

earth. Manchester United and Chelsea are known to have strong followings in North America and Asia,

Liverpool has a strong connection to Ireland, Arsenal is followed throughout Africa and Manchester City

is gaining a stronger following in the United Arab Emirates due to recent promotions in the area held by

its new owners. These teams, along with many others, act as the face of the English League for many

people around the world through advertising campaigns and preseason tours and the fact that so many

people care suggest that English Football is a very lucrative business. However, if the fans in England are

not happy the team has a greater chance of going down a division and therefore losing its international

fan base through the loss of international TV contracts. If all this happens the worldwide business that is

English Football will collapse and another form of entertainment will have to take its place. With all

these worldwide connections it would be a disservice to our overall economy to ignore English Football

and its impact on those who live in England.
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Figure 1: Health Status

Figure 2: Marital Status
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Figure 4: Job Situation
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Figure 5

Figure 6: Play
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Figure 7: Males Play

Figure 8: Females Play
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male female

2.9	 2.95	 3	 3.05	 3.1	 2.9	 2.95	 3	 3.05	 3.1

r_happy
Graphs by sex

Source SS df	 MS Number of obs
F(	 1,	 90507)

= 	90509
= 	2.11

Model .721338223 1	 .721338223 Prob > F =	 0.1464
Residual 30945.9098 90507	 .341917308 R-squared =	 0.0000

Adj R-squared =	 0.0000
Total 30946.6312 90508	 .3419215 Root MSE =	 .58474

happy Coef. Std.	 Err.	 t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

r_winper .0304315 .0209515	 1.45 0.146 -.0106332 .0714962
_cons 2.977753 .0072156	 412.68 0.000 2.963611 2.991896



Figure 11

Source SS df	 MS Number of obs
F(	 1,	 90507)

= 	90509
= 	3.74

Model 1.27936012 1	 1.27936012 Prob > F =	 0.0531
Residual 30945.3518 90507	 .341911143 R-squared =	 0.0000

Adj R-squared =	 0.0000
Total 30946.6312 90508	 .3419215 Root MSE =	 .58473

happy Coef. Std.	 Err.	 t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

r_trophies .0122701 .0063432	 1.93 0.053 -.0001625 .0247027
_cons 2.98662 .0020444	 1460.87 0.000 2.982613 2.990627

Figure 12: Aggregate Data

Total
r_ra n k ‐.0007058

(.0006389)
r_maxrank ‐.0010103**

(.0006044)
r_maxplchamp .0256638*

(.010327)
r_pts .0005671*

(.0002785)
r_maxpts .0007903*

(.000248)
r_winper .0735051*

(.0310978)
r_maxwinper .0962502*

(.0264076)
r_gd .0003591**

(.0002015)
r_maxgd .0005557*

(.0001874)
r_woncc .0282558

(.0176878)
r_maxwoncc .0117138

(.0091887)
r_wonfa ‐.0019932

(.0233352)
r_maxwonfa .0023931

(.0103684)
r_trophies .0057184

.0080393
r_maxtrophies .0059271
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(.0052809)
r_europe -.0013162

(.0082369)
r_maxeurope .0039025

(.006851)
r_woneurope -.0292135

(.0234924)
r_maxwoneurope -.01156

(.0119069)

Region & Year Controls Yes
Socio Economic
Controls

No

* Significant at .05
**Significant at .1
() Standard Error

Figure 13: Individual Data

Total Population

r_rank
Coeff -0.0003430 -0.0003691 -0.0000101 0.0001884

Standard Error 0.0010370 0.0013535 0.0010569 0.0014032

r_maxrank
Coeff -0.0003028 -0.0003428 -0.0001585 0.0001280

Standard Error 0.0008200 0.0014044 0.0008279 0.0014585

r_maxplchamp
Coeff 0.0344778** 0.0411683 .0358332** 0.0426915

Standard Error 0.0196051 0.0265230 0.0196294 0.0265583

r_pts
Coeff 0.0002346 0.0003475 0.0001612 0.0002063

Standard Error 0.0004065 0.0005536 0.0004124 0.0005690

r_maxpts
Coeff 0.0002262 0.0005302 0.0002144 0.0004697

Standard Error 0.0003032 0.0005845 0.0003054 0.0006005

r_winper
Coeff 0.0181772 0.0334344 0.0096857 0.0176350

Standard Error 0.0445831 0.0597793 0.0455129 0.0621319

r_maxwinper
Coeff 0.0242011 0.0639458 0.0218029 0.0571071

Standard Error 0.0326683 0.0600861 0.0331636 0.0633663

r_gd
Coeff 0.0001374 0.0000907 0.0000523 -0.0000830

Standard Error 0.0002808 0.0003912 0.0002875 0.0004109

r_maxgd
Coeff 0.0017900 0.0003939 0.0001346 0.0002160

Standard Error 0.0021650 0.0004338 0.0002191 0.0004585

r_woncc
Coeff 0.0183961 0.0180242 0.0206543 0.0210267

Standard Error 0.0255489 0.0276020 0.0258642 0.0280232

r_maxwoncc
Coeff -0.0019827 -0.0063844 0.0001472 -0.0041960

Standard Error 0.0163526 0.0174969 0.0165334 0.0177547
r_wonfa Coeff 0.0176328 -0.0125916 0.0228702 -0.0075978
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Standard Error 0.0615294 0.0732494 0.0617371 0.0735353

r_maxwonfa
Coeff 0.0092266 ‐0.0041113 0.0099836 ‐0.0036962

Standard Error 0.0194425 0.0244046 0.0194636 0.0244473

r_trophies
Coeff 0.0067449 ‐0.0015716 0.0086384 0.0007047

Standard Error 0.0195923 0.0195356 0.0167911 0.0199324

r_maxtrophies
Coeff 0.0058680 ‐0.0010445 0.0069808 0.0005834

Standard Error 0.0087139 0.0115705 0.0087448 0.0116468

r_europe
Coeff 0.0062142 0.0030645 0.0070295 0.0048430

Standard Error 0.0121415 0.0150518 0.0123578 0.0154629

r_maxeurope
Coeff 0.0100093 0.0119296 0.0093758 0.0110926

Standard Error 0.0091495 0.0117981 0.0094386 0.0124115

r_woneurope
Coeff 0.0947131 0.0254328 0.0808391 0.0065670

Standard Error 0.0950004 0.1067068 0.0962221 0.1085418

r_maxwoneurope
Coeff 0.0374564 0.0118159 0.0305973 0.0020846

Standard Error 0.0300025 0.0352037 0.0303642 0.0358644

Control for Year No No Yes Yes

Control for Region No Yes No Yes
Using all other
controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
* .05 level of
significance
**.1 level of
significance

Figure 14: Individual Data

Variable: Male

Male Female

r rank Coef
‐

0.0002271
‐0.0007820

r maxrank Coef
‐

0.0005182
‐0.0009204

r_maxplchamp Coef 0.0288674 0.0165569

r_pts Coef 0.0003822 0.0004952**

r_maxpts Coef 0.0005991 0.0006826*

r_winper Coef 0.0561950 0.0616504**

r_maxwinper Coef 0.0758961 0.0789411*

r_gd Coef 0.0022405 0.0002209

r_maxgd Coef 0.0004291 0.0004147

r_woncc Coef 0.0254689 0.0191648

r_maxwoncc Coef 0.0062753 0.0104114

r_wonfa Coef 0.0002506 0.0100889
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r maxwonfa Coef
-

0.0005039
0.0143577

r_trophies Coef 0.0102719 0.0035820

r_maxtrophies Coef 0.0053503 0.0067246

r_europe Coef 0.0056140 0.0000843

r_maxeurope Coef 0.0086494 0.0048764

r_woneurope Coef
-

0.0053575
-0.0317212

r_maxwoneurope Coef 0.0019045 -0.0132653

* .05 level of signifcance

** .1 level of significance

***regional variable significant at .05 but not interaction

All include controls for year and region

Figure 15: Individual Data
Variable: Watch

1 2 3 4 5
r_rank Coef -0.0009842 -0.0009784 -0.0009726 -0.0009668 -0.0009610
r_maxrank Coef -0.0019215 -0.0018569 -0.0017923 -0.0017277 -0.0016631
r_maxplchamp Coef 0.0147876 0.0289020 0.0430164 0.0571308 0.0712452
r_pts Coef 0.0006301 0.0006570 0.0006839 0.0007108 0.0007377
r_maxpts Coef 0.0012182 0.0012381 0.0012580 0.0012779 0.0012978
r_winper Coef 0.0701631 0.0759936 0.0818241 0.0876546 0.0934851
r_maxwinper Coef .1402817*** .1425476*** .1448135*** .1470794*** .1493453***
r_gd Coef 0.0000948 0.0001674 0.0002400 0.0003126 0.0003852
r_maxgd Coef 0.0006566 0.0007166 0.0007766 0.0008366 0.0008966
r_woncc Coef 0.0403981 0.0221989 0.0039997 -0.0141995 -0.0323987
r_maxwoncc Coef 0.0102711 -0.0002066 -0.0106843 -0.0211620 -0.0316397
r_wonfa Coef 0.0662226 0.0356753 0.0051278 -0.0254196 -0.0559670
r_maxwonfa Coef 0.0214551 0.0129976 0.0045401 -0.0039174 -0.0123749
r_trophies Coef 0.0157392 0.0111861 0.0066330 0.0020799 -0.0024732
r_maxtrophies Coef 0.0091098 0.0073979 0.0056860 0.0039741 0.0022622
r_europe Coef 0.0072735 0.0062772 0.0052809 0.0042846 0.0032883
r_maxeurope Coef 0.0136499 0.0141705 0.0146911 0.0152117 0.0157323
r_woneurope Coef -0.1068029 -0.0468264 0.0131501 0.0731266 0.1331031
r_maxwoneurope Coef -0.0300703 -0.0159609 -0.0018515 0.0122579 0.0263673

* .05 level of signifcance
** .1 level of significance
***regional variable significant at .05 but
not interaction
All include controls for year and region
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Figure 16: Individual Data

Variable: Play

1 2 3 4 5

r_rank Coef
‐

0.0005934
‐

0.0007384
‐

0.0008834
‐

0.0010284
‐

0.0011734

r_maxrank Coef
‐

0.0014828
‐

0.0015977
‐

0.0017126
‐

0.0018275
‐

0.0019424

r_maxplchamp Coef 0.0360100 0.0324046 0.0287992 0.0251938 0.0215884

r_pts Coef 0.0005477 0.0005908 0.0006339 0.0006770 0.0007201

r_maxpts Coef 0.0010490 0.0011065 0.0011640 0.0012215 0.0012790

r_winper Coef 0.0778054 0.0771040 0.0764026 0.0757012 0.0749998

r_maxwinper Coef 0.1337071 0.1360061 0.1383051 0.1406041 0.1429031

r_gd Coef
‐

0.0000378
0.0000422 0.0001222 0.0002022 0.0002822

r_maxgd Coef 0.0004928 0.0005697 0.0006466 0.0007235 0.0008004

r_woncc Coef 0.0095589 0.0147083 0.0198577 0.0250071 0.0301565

r maxwoncc Coef
‐

0.0107962
‐

0.0068791
‐

0.0029620
0.0009551 0.0048722

r wonfa Coef
0.1202367 0.0887828 0.0573289 0.0258750

0.0055789

r maxwonfa Coef
0.0397426 0.0296995 0.0196564 0.0096133

0.0004298

r_trophies Coef 0.0181001 0.0155030 0.0129059 0.0103088 0.0077117

r_maxtrophies Coef 0.0113312 0.0095362 0.0077412 0.0059462 0.0041512

r_europe Coef 0.0072460 0.0074130 0.0075800 0.0077470 0.0079140

r_maxeurope Coef 0.0103589 0.0118886 0.0134183 0.0149480 0.0164777

r_woneurope Coef
‐

0.0163287
‐

0.0308817
‐

0.0454347
‐

0.0599877
‐

0.0745407

r_maxwoneurope Coef
‐

0.0027318
‐

0.0087670
‐

0.0148416
‐

0.0208965
‐

0.0269514

* .05 level of signifcance

** .1 level of significance
***regional variable significant at .05 but not
interaction

All include controls for year and region

Figure 17: Individual Data

Interaction Term Performance Variable

Performance Variable Interaction Term Coef Std Err Coef Std Err

r rank

malerank 0.0005549 0.0008312 ‐0.0007820 0.0006605

watch ra n k 0.0000058
‐

0.0006468 ‐0.0009900 0.0015803

playrank 0.0001450 0.0004844 ‐0.0004484 0.0020809
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r maxrank

malemaxrank 0.0004022 0.0006833 ‐0.0009204 0.0005979

watchmaxrank 0.0000646
‐

0.0005112 ‐0.0019861 0.0014291

playmaxrank 0.0001149 0.0003866 ‐0.0013679 0.0018149

r_maxplchamp

malemaxplchamp 0.0123105 0.0162259 0.0165569 0.0126588

watchmaxplchamp 0.0141144
‐

0.0120768 0.0006732 0.0301854

playmaxplchamp 0.0036054 0.0091456 0.0396154 0.0391172

r_pts
malepts

‐
0.0001130 0.0003349 0.0004952** 0.0002926

watchpts 0.0000269 0.0002477 0.0006032 0.0006268

playpts 0.0000431 0.0001870 0.0005046 0.0008034

r_maxpts
malemaxpts

‐
0.0000835 0.0002641 0.0006826* 0.0002621

watchmaxpts 0.0000199 0.0001868 0.0011983* 0.0005674

playmaxpts 0.0000575 0.0001433 0.0009915 0.0007020

r_winper

malewinper
‐

0.0054554 0.0420193 0.0616504** 0.0341538

watchwinper 0.0058305 0.0272568 0.0643326 0.0686291

playwinper
‐

0.0007014 0.0204946 0.0785068 0.0880401

r_maxwinper
malemaxwinper

‐
0.0030450 0.0316395 0.0789411* 0.0290492

watchmaxwinper 0.0022659 0.0201764 0.1380158* 0.0601078

playmaxwinper 0.0022990 0.0153920 0.1314081** 0.0747305

r_gd

malegd 0.0000315 0.0002479 0.0002209 0.0002122

watchgd 0.0000726 0.0001722 0.0000222 0.0004422

playgd 0.0000800 0.0001299 ‐0.0001178 0.0005655

r_maxgd

malemaxgd 0.0000144 0.0001914 0.0004147* 0.0001938

watchmaxgd 0.0000600 0.0001333 0.0005966 0.0004213

playmaxgd 0.0000769 0.0001021 0.0004159 0.0005147

r_woncc

malewoncc 0.0063041 0.0315578 0.0191648 0.0221131

watchwoncc
‐

0.0181992 0.0151206 0.0585973** 0.0351438

playwoncc 0.0051494 0.0117273 0.0044095 0.0484384

r_maxwoncc

malemaxwoncc
‐

0.0041361 0.0159586 0.0104114 0.0113467

watchmaxwoncc
‐

0.0104777 0.0101097 0.0207488 0.0225280

playmaxwoncc 0.0039171 0.0075286 ‐0.0147133 0.0310318

r_wonfa malewonfa
‐

0.0098383 0.0412478 0.0100889 0.0302073

watchwonfa ‐ 0.0362634 0.0967700 0.0890362
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0.0305474

playwonfa
‐

0.0314539 0.0286686 0.1516906 0.1203862

r_maxwonfa

malemaxwonfa
‐

0.0148616 0.0182214 0.0143577 0.0138486

watchmaxwonfa
‐

0.0084575 0.0120538 0.0299126 0.0299126

playmaxwonfa
‐

0.0100431 0.0091208 0.0497857 0.0387161

r_trophies

maletrophies 0.0066899 0.0127130 0.0035820 0.0096510

watchtrophies
‐

0.0045531 0.0099596 0.0202923 0.0235791

playtrophies
‐

0.0025971 0.0075777 0.0206972 0.0317062

r_maxtrophies

malemaxtrophies
‐

0.0013743 0.0077427 0.0067246 0.0063420

watch maxtrophies
‐

0.0017119 0.0054702 0.0108217 0.0130256

playmaxtrophies
‐

0.0017950 0.0040804 0.0131262 0.0175211

r_europe

maleeurope 0.0055297 0.0117744 0.0000843 0.0093489

watcheurope
‐

0.0009963 0.0073644 0.0082698 0.0176989

playeurope 0.0001670 0.0056142 0.0070790 0.0238602

r_maxeurope

malemaxeurope 0.0037730 0.0084241 0.0048764 0.0072397

watchmaxeurope 0.0005206 0.0056759 0.0131293 0.0137909

playmaxeurope 0.0015297 0.0043009 0.0088292 0.0186455

r_woneurope

malewoneurope 0.0263637 0.0418363 ‐0.0317212 0.0298237

watchwoneurope 0.0599765
‐

0.0530052 ‐0.1667794 0.1293398

playwoneurope 0.0145530 0.0430700 ‐0.0017757 0.1807955

r_maxwoneurope

malemaxwoneurope 0.0151698 0.0221193 ‐0.0132653 0.0158700

watch maxwoneurope 0.0141094
‐

0.0184819 ‐0.0441797 0.0434554

playmaxwoneu rope 0.0060549 0.0143801 0.0033231 0.0617815

* significant at .05 level

**significant at .1 level

All include controls for year and region
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